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The diffusion behavior of interacting particles determines the behavior of a large number of systems ranging
from pedestrians crossing a road to ions passing through channels in living cells. Here we present a system in
which the nature of the diffusion process varies with changes in the external conditions. We find this special
behavior in a colloidal model system, consisting of micron sized particles which are confined to narrow
channels and interact via induced magnetic dipoles. When the density of these particles is changed, diffusion
alternates between normal Fickian behavior and single-file diffusion. This anomalous behavior is induced
by the order of the particles in the restricted geometry and does not depend on the exact nature of the
inter-particle interactions.

T
he analysis of interesting non-equilibrium phenomena in confined geometries has become possible over the
last few years, ranging from the dynamics of pedestrians in a pedestrian zone1 to the electron transport and
thermopower effects in atomic wires2,3, the biologically important size selectivity of transport in ion chan-

nels4, the mixing in ‘‘lab-on-chip’’ devices5 and the pattern formation of colloids in micro-channels6,7 and electric
fields8.

In this context, colloids have received much attention, since they often serve as model systems9–13 due to the
ease of imaging particle coordinates by light scattering methods. The theoretical analysis of colloids has put
forward the development of Brownian dynamics methods14–16.

Here we report on unexpected and important aspects of the diffusion of colloids in a confined geometry,
comparing experiments with numerical simulations. Our work may have impact on many other fields, where the
motion of individual particles is affected by constrictions, as mentioned above.

Results
Our system consists of colloidal particles confined to channels of width LY . The repulsive interaction between the
particles at distance rij can be described by a dipole potential Vij rij

� �
~ m0=4pð ÞM2

.
r3

ij, with the magnetic dipole
moments M 5 xeffBext of the particles18, where Bext represents the external applied magnetic field. Typical values
for xeff are in the order of 7.88 10211 Am2/T19. It is known that super-paramagnetic colloidal particles in two-
dimensional channels order into layers along the channel walls22. The ratio of potential to thermal energy is
characterized by the parameter C 5 m0M2/(4pkBTR3)22, which can be interpreted as an inverse temperature of the
system, where R~

ffiffiffi
3
p �

2n
� �0:5

is the layer spacing of a triangular lattice with density n. We introduce reduced
(dimensionless) length scales A*5 A/s of length scales A, e.g. L�Y~LY=s, where the channel width LY denotes the
region, which is accessible for the particle centers, and n*5 ns2. Times are given in units of tD 5 s2/D0, where D0

is the diffusion coefficient. Please note that tD 5 1 corresponds to 218 seconds in the experiment.
We choose an interaction strength of C< 13, which is close to the crossover from a solid to a liquid phase. This

is achieved by means of a fixed density of n* 5 0.4 and a fixed external field of Bext 5 0.16 mT. In this case the
structure inside the channel is only a function of the channel width LY . If the width is varied, the system switches
between layering order and a more disordered state. In Figure 1 a snapshot of such equilibrium configurations is
shown. For channels of width L�Y~3:9 and L�Y~5:3, the particles are ordered in three and four layers, respectively.
For L�Y~4:5, the crossover from three to four layers takes place.

The main goal of this work is to study the influence of this layered structure on particle diffusion. For channels
with a width L�Y~1 (see Figure 2), single-file diffusion is found, similar to a one dimensional channel, since the
mutual passing of particles is forbidden due to hard-core interaction. On very short time scales, the mean square
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displacement (MSD) ÆDx(t)2æ is that of a free Brownian particle (see
Figure 2 inset), though it soon evolves into a Dx tð Þ2

� �
~2F

ffiffi
t
p

dependence appropriate for single-file motion with F as the single-
file mobility23,24. For channel width L�Yw1, the long time evolution of
the MSD is again expected to be Brownian, since particles can pass
each other. The crossover to normal diffusion with increasing chan-
nel width is usually described in terms of a hopping time tH, the
average time a particle needs to pass its neighbor. On time scales
smaller than tH single-file diffusion with an exponent 0.5, and on
time scales greater than tH normal diffusion with exponent 1 is
observed. For channels with a width L�Y?1, the hopping time
tH 5 ‘.

While for hard spheres, the hopping time tH decays exponentially
with increasing channel width25, our results for the crossover beha-
viour are influenced by the additional V / 1/r3 repulsion arising
from the dipole interaction in our system. For L�Y ? 1, this repulsion
becomes important, since the dominant restriction for the mutual
passing of particles is the layering structure and not hard sphere
exclusion. A description using the hopping time is, therefore, prob-
lematic for the cross-over phenomenon seen in our studies, since the
single-file exponent of 1/2 is reached only in the completely ordered
case. Instead, we choose to describe this scenario with an apparent,
LY dependent, intermediate diffusion exponent ainter. We emphasise,
1/2 # ainter # 1 is not a new sub-diffusive exponent but rather a
convenient way to characterise the time evolution of the MSD
(!tainter ) in an intermediate time regime between the short (t ,

0.15tD) and long time (t . 1.5tD) normal diffusive behaviors sug-
gested by our studies.

We extract values for ainter by two methods. In the first method,
the slope of the MDS data versus time, as shown in Figure 2, is
obtained by a linear regression in the region 0.15tD , t , 1.5tD,
and this interval has been kept constant for all analysed data, corres-
ponding to the last time decade for the experimental studies before
ballistic effects set in, which are not topics of this work. In the second
method, the logarithmic derivative of the MSD data, d(log(ÆDx(t)2æ))/
d(log(t)), has been computed by numerical forward difference
method as a function of time, see Figure 3, and the minimum value
has been chosen as estimator for ainter. The estimators obtained by
both methods are presented in Figure 4 as a function of the channel
width, the same analysis method has been applied for the data from
the simulations and from the experiment. The minimum values for
ainter obtained by both methods agree fairly well, the maximum
values obtained by the regression method are slightly larger com-
pared to the ‘‘minimum slope’’ method due to interval averaging.

We found that even for channel widths L�Y ? 1, for which an
integer number of layers fits into the channel, the layering order
drives the system back into single-file motion on an intermediate
time scale. In Figure 2 the MSD ÆDx(t)2æ is shown in a log-log plot for
the three different cases. All MSD curves start with the same short-
time normal diffusive behavior with the microscopic diffusion
coefficient D0, followed by a sub-diffusive regime. For L�Y~1
(Figure 2(inset)) this is already the long-time single-file behavior.
For L�Y ? 1 we obtain a sub-diffusive regime with an apparent expo-
nent 0.5 , ainter , 1 as an intermediate behavior. The value of ainter,
however, depends crucially on the extent of layer order (Figure 2). If
L�y~3:9, the particles are ordered into well defined layers (see
Figure 1) and we obtain single-file diffusion with ainter 5 1/2 over

Figure 1 | Typical snapshots from the simulation which show the particle
configuration inside the channel. The length of the sections in x direction

is L�X~200 with a width (L�Y ) of 3.9, 4.5, and 5.3, respectively. For a better

visibility, the snapshots are overstretched in y-direction. The red curves

show the density profile along the y-direction averaged over all particles. As

it can be seen from these plots, the first and the last channel are ordered in

three and four layers, respectively. Around L�Y~4:5 the crossover from

three to four layer configuration takes place.
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Figure 2 | Time dependent MSD from the simulation data for selected
channel widths in a log-log plot. The diffusion exponent is given by the

slope of the curves. The colored solid lines serve as a guideline for the

different diffusion exponents and are explained in the legend of the graph.

Full rectangles, channel width L�Y~3:9, the system is ordered in three

layers. Full triangles, channel width L�Y~4:5, the system is disordered. In

both cases the short and long time diffusion is normal. The intermediate

time regime is dominated by the structure inside channel and is single-file

like in the ordered case and sub-diffusive in the disordered state. Inset:
Time dependent MSD from simulation data (log-log plot) for a channel

width L�Y~1, the ideal case of single-file diffusion. The diffusion behavior

is separated in two regimes, normal diffusion behavior for short times and

single-file diffusion in the long time limit.
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Figure 3 | Logarithmic derivative of the MSD, d(log(ÆDx(t)2æ))/d(log(t)),
of the simulation data (see Figure 2) as a function of time for four values
of the channel width. The results for L�Y~1 have been computed for the

same line density as in the case L�Y~3:9.
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a rather long time-scale spanning more than a decade. On the other
hand, for disordered channel structures (e.g. L�y~4:5), ainter initially
begins to decrease but then approaches the long-time diffusive limit
relatively quickly and the ainter 5 1/2 value is never reached.

In Figure 3 we show the logarithmic derivative of the MSD as
function of time for various channel widths. A comparison of the
data for L�Yw1 with the single file diffusion case (L�Y~1), which has
been included for comparison for the same line density as for
L�Y~3:9, where three well separated layers are present (see
Figure 1), reveals that the approach to the single file diffusion expo-
nent (0.5) is achieved only at time scales as large as tD. At this time
scale, particles typically have diffused over a distance of their particle
diameter as well and thus can leave their layers in y-direction and
enter the region of a neighbouring layer, such that normal diffusion
sets in. As a result, the time region, in which the slope of log(MSD) is
minimal, approaching the single file diffusion value, is small, but note
again that tD is the time region typically limiting the experimental
studies. The minimum value for the logarithmic derivative is taken as
estimator for ainter and is shown in Figure 4. From Figure 3 we can
conclude that at small times the MSD values for a channel width of
L�Y~1 are slightly larger compared to the cases with layer formation,
since repulsive interaction from particles in neighbouring layers hin-
der the diffusion in the latter case.

In Figure 4 the intermediate diffusion exponent is plotted as a
function of dimensionless channel width LY/R. We see an oscillatory
dependency for the simulation results, which is due to the layer
structure. If the particles are ordered in layers, the single-file expo-
nent 0.5 can be observed in the intermediate time regime. Otherwise,
the MSD is still sub-diffusive in this time regime, but with an expo-
nent greater than the single-file exponent 0.5.

In experiments it is not possible to vary the channel width. To
overcome this problem, one varies the density n, instead. Since the
layer spacing R~

ffiffiffi
3
p �

2n
� �0:5

is the only relevant length scale as long
as the particle diameter is small compared to the layer spacing
R/s = 1 and the interaction strength C is sufficiently large, the

variation of the channel width can be compared with a variation of
density by introducing the dimensionless channel width LY/R.

The experimental results come from a channel with a width of
about 30 mm. The density in the channel is varied so that the number
of layers is between three and four. The mean square displacement is
calculated and an intermediate exponent is obtained as in the simu-
lations. One can see a full oscillation of this exponent (Figure 4),
while the number of layers vary from a three layers system over a
disordered system to a four layer system. The experimental L�Y values
for the maxima and minima of ainter are slightly smaller than the
values from the simulations. These differences are caused by the
experimental set up, in which several parallel channels are present
and a resulting small density reduction at the channel walls due to
repulsive interactions with particles from neighboring channels
reduces the total density in the channel and thus the value of
L�Y!n�1=2.

Discussion
In our work we have shown in simulation and experiment that the
diffusion of model colloids has a non-monotonic dependency on the
channel width. In the experimental accessible region the MSD can be
described by a sub-diffusive exponent between 0.5 and 1, which
oscillates with the width of the channel. The effect on the exponent
is stable in the experiment and is expected to be general for the
diffusion of interacting particles in confined channel geometries.
For example, a similar crossover from single-file to normal diffusion
has been observed to determine the kinetics of template assisted
assembly of colloidal particles26.

In general, the diffusion behavior of interacting particles deter-
mines the behavior of a large number of systems ranging from pedes-
trians crossing a road to ions passing through channels in living cells.
Our studies of a special system consisting of colloidal particles in
confined geometry, accessible both by experimental and theoretical
methods, show that the nature of the diffusion process can be modi-
fied by changes in the external conditions.

Methods
In the simulation, a conventional Brownian dynamics algorithm is used to simulate
colloidal particles in two-dimensional micro-channels with the pairwise dipole
interaction relevant to the experimental system. The finite particle diameter s has
been taken into account by a hard-core repulsion. The channel is set up in the xy-
plane with periodic boundary conditions in x-direction and hard wall boundary
condition in y-direction. Both particle-particle and particle-wall hard-core inter-
action are realized in a second step as proposed by Heyes21.

In the experiment, the particles are trapped in channels made by standard PDMS
moulding technique created with SU8 UV-lithography using a master mould17. The
dimensions of these channels are 2 mm in length, 30 mm in width and 7 mm in height,
ensuring that the particles are completely confined laterally by the channel walls.

The channel itself is filled with super-paramagnetic colloids (Dynal M-450,
diameter s 5 4.5 mm, r 5 1500 kg/m2) suspended in water. Gravity confines the
particles down to the substrate surface and buoyancy leads to an effective mass of meff

5 2.385 10214 kg. In that case, the particle motion is limited to two dimensions inside
the channel. All experiments in the previous sections were done by means of a
standard video microscopy setup. The positions of the particles were tracked using
particle tracking software which is able to locate the particles with sub-micron
accuracy20. The sample is aligned horizontally in the video setup to ensure that the
particles undergo only Brownian motion. After that, the system is equilibrated for at
least 5 h before the measurement is started. All particle trajectories contain at least
20000 data points with a time resolution of one frame per second. The mean square
displacement is calculated directly from these trajectories.
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